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ABSTRACT_ Fundamentals of Islamic education, on the philosophical aspect, draw the bases of educational practices and make them an important variable of jurisprudence rules in organizing human thought and enhancing the good educational behavior. This is not strange for Islamic education which gets its philosophical roots from the same holy spring. Jurisprudence of priorities order is one of the significant educational fields in which scholars gave their opinions. The present study sheds light on this type of jurisprudence from an Islamic viewpoint as well as expressing its importance through the educational applications extended to educational organization in different level. In addition, the study aimed to identify jurisprudence of priorities and its relation to Islamic education and highlight the jurisprudence trend as a base of educational practices, and determining the most significant applications of jurisprudence of priorities from Islamic viewpoint. The researcher adopted two methods to achieve the study objectives: the "analytical" descriptive and deductive method. The researcher tackled the study demands according to the study sections that introduced concepts, facts, and rules of priorities jurisprudence in view of the study questions. Section (1) dealt with concept of priorities jurisprudence and its relation to jurisprudence (fiqh). Section (2) discussed the relation between jurisprudence trends to the educational thought. Section (3) discussed the mechanism of organizational entry. The study was concluded by certain educational applications of priorities jurisprudence rules and showing the spread of such rules in the educational field. The study most significant findings included the necessity to word jurisprudence of priorities in a simple way utilizing modern teaching methods, inclusion the jurisprudence of priorities and other types of jurisprudence in the training programs provided to teachers in the form of enriching units and merging the subjects of this kind in public education curricula. The study also recommended carrying on comparative studies to discuss the jurisprudence trend in rationalizing educational through and its strong relation with education besides showing the importance of originating jurisprudence of priorities in educational thought.
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